Abstract. A probability model for a combined gamma generator with nonuniform noise in a resynchronization mode is studied. We consider the problem of testing hypotheses about the distribution of a random binary vector X (0) (the state of a combined gamma generator) by using a sampled binary sequence whose signs depend on X (0) in a specified way and on certain other random parameters. We obtain a nonasymptotic upper bound for the mean error probability of a Bayesian criterion for testing the hypotheses mentioned above.
The setting of the problem and main results
Let n, L, and t be natural numbers, ∆ be a nonempty subset of the set {0, 1, . . . , L − 1} n , a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ ∆ be a fixed vector, f : V n def = {0, 1} n → {0, 1} be a Boolean function such that (1) |{x ∈ V n : f (x) = 1}| = 2 n−1 , and let g (1) , . . . , g (t) be an arbitrary sequence of n-dimensional Boolean vectors. Further, let X (0) = X 
n , l ∈ {1, . . . , t}, be jointly independent random vectors such that (a) the vector X (0) has the uniform probability distribution in the set V nL , (b) the vector C (l) has the uniform probability distribution in the set U g (l) , l∈ {1, . . . , t}, where (2) U s def = {(y j (i) : j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i ∈ {0, . . . , L − 1}) ∈ V nL | (y 1 (a 1 ), . . . , y n (a n )) = s} for all s ∈ V n , (c) the vectors δ (l) , l ∈ {1, . . . , t}, assume their values in the set ∆ and have the same probability distribution
Consider a sequence of random variables
where
Here the symbol ⊕ stands for the addition operation in the field of two elements. The problem is to reconstruct the vector
n (a n ) from a known sample of the random sequence (4). The problems of this kind appear when designing and studying the effectiveness of correlation methods in the cryptanalysis of combined gamma generators with nonuniform noise [1, 2] . Such a generator is a finite automata transforming an input sequence
Relations (4) describe the rule of the transformation of t input binary states of a combined gamma generator with nonuniform noise to t output binary signs in the so-called resynchronization mode (more details concerning this topic can be found, for example, in [2, 3] ). The problem of reconstruction of the vector (5) can be stated as follows: it is necessary to construct a statistical method for testing the simple 2 n hypotheses
by using a sampled random sequence (4). The a priori probabilities are the same for all hypotheses (6) and equal 2 −n by condition (a). The optimal criterion for testing those hypotheses is the Bayesian criterion [4] . In the case under consideration, this criterion is to use the sample γ 1 , . . . , γ t of the form (4) and to accept the hypothesis H s * for which the vector s * = s * (γ 1 , . . . , γ t ) ∈ V n is a point of maximum of the function
We prove the theorem containing the explicit form of the probability
⊕xy is the Walsh-Hadamard transform of the Boolean function f (see [5] ). Here and in what follows the symbol xy stands for the Boolean scalar product
Theorem 1.
The members of the random sequence (4) are jointly conditionally independent given an arbitrary hypothesis H s , s ∈ V n . Moreover,
for all s ∈ V n and l ∈ {1, . . . , t}.
Theorem 1 means that the optimal statistical procedure for reconstructing the vector (5) from the sample γ 1 , . . . , γ t of the random sequence (4) is to evaluate the sum σ s (γ 1 , . . . , γ t ) = t l=1 ln P s γ (l) = γ l for every s ∈ V n by using relations (7)- (9) and to construct the estimator
is an arbitrary element of the set V n such that
. . , γ (t) ) = s be the mean probability of the erroneous reconstruction of the vector (5) for the statistical procedure described above. We also put
where the numbers ρ f,a (x), x ∈ V n , are defined by (7).
Theorem 2. Let
In particular, if µ(f, a) > 0, then lim t→∞ λ t = 0 provided condition (11) holds.
Proof of Theorem 1
Let
Note that the random vectors X (l) , l ∈ {1, . . . , t}, are jointly conditionally independent given the hypothesis H s by conditions (a) and (b), since the random vectors
. . , t}, are independent. This implies that the random variables γ (l) , l ∈ {1, . . . , t}, are independent by equality (4), since the vectors δ (l) , l ∈ {1, . . . , t}, are independent. Now we prove equality (9). Consider the independent random vectors X = (X j (i) : j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i ∈ {0, . . . , L − 1}) and δ = (δ 1 , . . . , δ n ) such that X is uniformly distributed in the set V nL , while δ is distributed by the law (3). Put
It follows from (4) that
by the definitions of the random vectors X, δ, X (l) , and δ (l) , l ∈ {1, . . . , t}. Thus (9) follows from
To prove equality (14) we need some further notation. For arbitrary We transform equality (13) by using (1), the full probability formula, and the definitions of the random vectors X and δ:
Consider the term of expression (15) corresponding to the set A = ∅, namely 1 2
After some simple algebra we obtain
according to equality (3), whence we obtain by an application of the inclusion-exclusion formula that (17) u∈∆ :
Further, we use the Walsh-Hadamard transform and Lemma 2.40 of [5] :
2 P{f (14) follows from (7), (8), and (19). Thus equality (14) holds, and the proof of the theorem is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2
We need some auxiliary results.
Lemma 1 ([6]
). Let ξ 1 , . . . , ξ t be independent random variables such that
The following result is a particular case of an inequality between the information divergence and the distance in variance for probability distributions on a finite set [7, Problem 17, Section 3, Chapter 1].
Lemma 2. For all p, q ∈ (0, 1),
Lemma 3. For all x, y ∈ (−1, 1),
Proof. If x = y, then inequality (21) is obvious.
Let x = y. Since
we have
Note that 
